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The Split E
by Ian McLauchlan

FLUTECARE

Many of you will no doubt have a flute with that mysterious piece of mechanism – the Split E! 

What is it? Why do we have it? Do we need it?

If you blow a flute without a split E you will find that when you 

start playing up into the top octave the notes E and F sharp 

seem to need a little bit more support to help them speak 

easily. Why is this?

Look at the keys on a flute without a split E mechanism.  

When you finger high E flat you will find the single G sharp  

key open which effectively cuts the tube length for middle  

E flat in half, thus sounding E flat one octave higher.  

The same is true for high F with the tube length being  

cut in half by the single A key.

HOWEVER, when you play E you will find that when you lift the left hand ring finger to go up to high E, 

TWO holes open. It is this that causes trouble on high E. Acoustically only one hole should be open. High F 

sharp has the same problem. Check on your flute!

The E mechanism automatically corrects this problem by a simple lever that is attached to the E key. When 

the E key is depressed this lever takes down the lower of the two ring finger keys only, thus giving an 

acoustically correct high E. To make this work the ring finger key 

has to be divided in two or ‘split’ (hence the name!) so that the 

keys can work independently.

The mechanism has become almost standard on student flutes 

but professionals do not seem so concerned with many players 

not having split E flutes.  This may well be due to the fact that 

most professionals play on ‘in-line’ flutes (when the ring finger 

keys are in line with the rest of the keys and not ‘off-set’ as on 

most student flutes). A split E on an ‘in line’ flute is not nearly as 

reliable as on an ‘off-set’ one and indeed many manufacturers 

actively discourage players  from ordering one due to the reliability problem.

A mechanism has now been developed by Albert Cooper for a ‘split F sharp’. This corrects this problem note 

as well. As yet it remains a rare addition.

It is probably worth mentioning at this point that when Boehm invented the mechanism we now have on the 

modern flute he wanted the G sharp key to be sprung OPEN, like all the rest of the keys on the flute, except 

the trill keys and the D sharp. This was much more logical and mechanically simpler than the arrangement 

we have today, and most importantly it meant you had a perfect high E without any extra mechanism, as the 

G sharp key is already independent.

Perhaps more on the ‘open G sharp’ flute another time!
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